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When are you too old to work?  When is the time to retire? 

These questions are at the core of conversations that millions of aging Americans are having, as 

they find they have to keep working or want to keep working. 

The notion of retirement as it is commonly perceived and practiced is on the front pages and 

on the lips of many these days.  It presents us with an opportunity to ask the sometimes 

scary, always liberating question: "Had enough?" 

HAD ENOUGH?  

What have you noticed about people who say, "I've had enough?"  They can't wait to retire.  

What characteristics do they share? 

Life and its transitions keep asking us—"Had enough?"—until we finally decide for ourselves.  

Many do not decide.  The lack of preparation for retirement is the basis for many premature 

deaths shortly after retiring. 

Business philosopher Charles Handy declares that the very word "retirement" should be 

banned because "retirement is death."  Many today agree.  As they enter the second half of 

their lives in record numbers, the normal notion of retirement horrifies them.  The Baby 

Boomers in particular have not had enough.  After all, they experimented with everything else 

in their path, so why not retirement?  Bob Dylan captured the mood perfectly: "He who’s not 

busy being born is busy dying."  Dylan is far from alone in the notion that growing up does 

not mean that we stop growing.  Many Boomers want to keep experimenting and growing. 
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In my life coaching practice, I have seen the pattern again and again.  Retirement presents a 

critical, though often painful choice to reinvent ourselves.  Retirement mirrors the paradox of 

life itself.  It offers us simultaneously the opportunity to grow whole and grow old.  The work 

of growing whole in the second half of our lives is essential.  It's promise to bring us vitality in 

the second half is radical and, yet, essential to staying alive. 

‘NORMAL RETIREMENT’ IS NOT NORMAL 

More people are living longer and working longer, up to 25 years, beyond what is considered 

normal retirement age.  This longevity revolution is giving people, on average, three bonus 

decades to reconsider what is normal about retirement. 

So, if we reshape retirement, what replaces it?  What is the new normal? 

Retirement, historically over the past 50 years, has been viewed as a hard ending—the end of 

work and the cessation of a career—a hard earned vacation.  Retirement today is viewed by 

many as a beginning—an opportunity to reinvent one's self—an empty canvas, a blank page, 

and a hunk of clay to be shaped through the art of growing whole, not old.  Today there is a 

new normal retirement emerging not only because people live long enough, but also because 

most people now accept that we play a major role in shaping our own lives. 

RETIRING WITHOUT A PURPOSE 

Why do so many people go through so much disruption after retiring?  Why do so many 

"withdraw," "retreat" or suffer from "inner kill"—the art of dying without knowing it?  

Retirement without purpose is early death. 

The common theme at the core of every single interview I have conducted over the past 30 

years with conscious elders is this: purpose is essential to staying alive!  If there is no contact 

with purpose, there is an almost spiritual sadness inside us—a deep disappointment—a retreat 

into self-absorption.  Without a renewed sense of purpose, we feel stuck in our past, and the 

future looks like more of the same.  We desperately need a new reason to get up in the 
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morning.  The unwavering truth about retirement is:  change or wither into aging; grow or die 

within. 

"What makes you want to get out of bed in the morning?"  This is the big question at the 

heart of retirement.  Having a clear, compelling answer affects both our vitality and our 

longevity.  Life without purpose is life without depth.  Without purpose, we're "busy dying."  

We become old fast. 

RETIRING ON PURPOSE 

At times in our lives we encounter conscious elders who show us the way to vital aging.  They 

are the new "chrono rads"—chronological radicals—the new elders who are reshaping 

retirement.  The media claims the new 80 year-old is 60 and the new 60 year-old is 40!  These 

chrono rads are not just trying to stay young physically.  They are also retiring on purpose.  

They have not had enough; they are searchers.  They are searching for something larger than 

themselves and their youthful appearance in the world.  In fact, we often see that these chrono 

rads have uncovered a purpose in life that transcends their smaller self-interest.  They are 

shaping a new manifesto for aging and retirement. 

THE POWER OF PURPOSE 

The journey toward purpose is on our hard drive.  We are born for a reason.  And, at our 

deepest level, we know it.  But, we must install the software.  We must claim our purpose and 

risk to do it. 

Most religious and spiritual traditions support the belief that there is a purpose, something of 

Divine presence in each of us.  It is the spiritual sense that, somehow, we fit into the larger 

pattern of life and that our lives can be fulfilled by something larger than just our own survival 

and self-interest.  We see this in wise elders.  They seem clear about their place in the family, 

the community and the world at large. 

We observe the power of purpose in wise elders like Jimmy and Rosalyn Carter.  Jimmy Carter 

won the Nobel Peace Prize 20 years after losing the White House.  We can watch the moving 
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footage of the Martin Luther King "I Have a Dream" speech, or listen to the wise elder stories in 

our own families and communities.  What do they all share in common?  Purpose.  They all 

live with a stirring reason that makes them want to get out of bed in the morning. 

The wise elders who are reshaping the future of retirement all share an intention to offer 

something to the world that is at once meaningful to themselves and, at the same time, of 

purposeful value beyond themselves.  Their purpose is not measured by their achievements, 

but by the common good of their achievements. 

We can see and experience the power of purpose that these people wake up with in the works 

they produce, the passion in their voices when they speak and in the servant leadership they 

bring to the world around them. 

A NEW KIND OF THINKING 

As a career and retirement counselor, I have talked to experts, studied and read everything I 

could and interviewed hundreds of elders, wise and not so wise.  All of this has schooled me 

on who should be listened to and what is worth repeating.  So here are some important 

axioms.  They are distilled from a new kind of thinking from the wisest of the elders I have had 

the privilege of knowing and interviewing.  
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An Incomplete Manifesto for Retirement 
 
1. CLAIM YOUR PLACE AT THE FIRE 

It's perfectly natural, in the second half, to feel uneasy about one's sense of purpose.  

Purpose is the answer to the question, "What makes you want to get out of bed in the 

morning?"  But, underneath this uneasiness there is an invitation.  The invitation is to 

claim your place at the fire.  Claiming means moving from outer acquisition to inner 

development. To claim our place, we must separate who we are from what we have 

acquired and from what titles and jobs we have held.  We must claim our right to speak 

our voice in the world—from the power of our purpose and the lessons we have 

learned.  Carl Jung wrote, "Life is a luminous pause between two great mysteries which 

yet are one."  Elders who sat closest to the fires of evolutionary history were closest to 

the mysteries.  Ask Jung's central question: "Am I related to something infinite or not?"  

This question must be conscious to us each day if we are to claim our place at the fire.  

Claiming your place at the fire involves three necessary steps:  1) we must assume 

responsibility for our spiritual well-being, 2) we must commit to sharing the wisdom 

of our own experiences, and 3) we must commit to sitting around the fire regularly.  

Radical conversation is what claiming is about. 

 

2. FOLLOW YOUR PASSION 

Joseph Campbell, when asked how one should live, was fond of saying, "Follow your 

bliss."  Follow your bliss meant follow your passion.   

In their book, The Millionaire Next Door, authors Thomas Stanley and William Danko 

report that many self-made millionaires could retire and "follow their bliss."  One of 

their interviewees called his stash his "go to hell money."  He could walk away from 

work anytime he wanted.  Money bought freedom.  But, does it?  In my practice, I so 

often have seen people with money who do not know what to do with the freedom that 

money has bought them.  In fact, many of the people profiled in Stanley’s and Danko’s 
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book did not change their lives or their spending habits after they acquired their 

wealth.  Like many lottery winners, apparently, true freedom still eluded them.  Money 

can be a substitute for being engaged and engaging.  We read about people who live 

richly, but we respect people who live passionately.  

Ask yourself:  “What have been my dreams for myself and what fears have blocked 

me?”  If we fail to truly feel engaged and engaging, we will ultimately be disappointed 

in our lives.  The richness we hoped to get with our riches will have eluded us. 

3. RETIRE "RETIREMENT" 

When people ask, "And what do you do?" throw them a curve ball.  Retire the "R" word.  

Invent a new word for retirement.  Look it up: it means to "withdraw" or "retreat."  New 

longevity demands a new way of thinking.  New thinking needs a new vocabulary.  

And, new words shape new moods and possibilities.  The "R-word" leads to the 

inevitable old maps of aging.  We live in language.  Language shapes our reality, our 

actions in the world.  So, "What do you or will you call retirement?"   How about 

telling people you’re a “middlescent”?   

Middlescence is a second adolescence occurring in the middle of our lives.  It's a 

transition period similar to adolescence.  Not necessarily a crisis, it is, nonetheless, a 

time to break away from traditional adulthood the way teenagers break away from 

childhood.  In retirement, it's normal to have periods of anxiety and to reevaluate 

everything.  Recall the words of Janis Joplin, "Freedom's just another word for nothing 

left to lose."  Experiment with your freedom.  Be a middlescent! 

4. GROW WHOLE, NOT OLD 

What if you feel stuck?  Bored?  Wondering, "How do I reinvent myself?"  The poet 

William Stafford had a famous piece of advice for young writers: "Lower your 

standards."  Writing is a process, not a product.  So is retirement.  Reinventing is the 

process of vitality.  Give yourself the freedom to “lower your standards.”  Live your life 
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as a beautiful living experiment.  See the trials and errors, the dead ends and wrong 

turns as opportunities to grow whole, not old.  Seizing permission to grow whole is 

essential in the second half of life.  The fact that one is mortal, that time is limited, and 

that no one will deliver us from the burden of responsibility for our lives, serves as a 

powerful incentive to be more fully one’s self.  The truth about retirement is that it can 

never be any better than our relationship with ourselves.  Ask yourself the old 

questions again:  “What do I want?  What do I feel?  What must I do to feel right with 

myself?” 

5. DO IT ON PURPOSE 

What kind of life do you envision at 70?  80?  100?  What will be the defining purpose 

of your day?  Instead of narrowing your focus as you age, widen it.  Instead of 

withdrawing from life, push out your boundaries.  How?  To figure it out, find 

fulfillment in helping others.  Give your stuff away.  Give your gifts away.  Be a mentor.  

A storyteller.  Before you pass on, pass on your "life-smarts" to the world around you.  

Leave your legacy.  Your legacy is your message to the future.  It can be a thing, a story, 

an act of love, a display of courage.  Ask, "What is my legacy today?" 
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We're living longer and working longer.  This longevity revolution is uncovering new 

questions which are requiring new answers.  Breakthroughs are needed and choices must be 

made.  We need new language and new maps for the period of life normally called retirement.  

You have more time—and no time to waste.  You have choices.  Retirement is different from 

something that happens to you.  You shape it, at first.  Then it shapes you.  New retirees often 

state: "I'm busier now than when I was working."  So, be busy at first.  But, then, stop.  Sit by 

the fire.  Reflect.  Retirement means not only experiencing new experiences, but also being 

willing to be shaped by them.  As you reflect, ask: "What is my manifesto for retirement?” 
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